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NEATH PORT TALBOT COUNTY BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 

GOVERNANCE AND AUDIT COMMITTEE 
 

17 March 2023 
 

Report of the Chief Digital Officer – Chris Owen 
 
Matter for Information 
 
Wards Affected: All Wards 
 
Neath Port Talbot Cyber Security Strategy Update 2023 
 
Purpose of the Report: 

1. That the update report be noted. 

 
Executive Summary: 

2. The Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council (NPTCBC) 
Cyber Security Strategy has been developed to outline the 
council’s approach to protecting our information systems; the 
data held within them; and the services they provide, from 
unauthorised access, harm or misuse. A copy of the strategy is 
attached at Appendix 1.  

3. To underpin the delivery and continuous review of the strategy, a 
multi-year Cyber Security Action Plan has been developed.  A 
copy of the action plan is attached at Appendix 2. 

 
Background 
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4. Since the approval by Members of our council’s Cyber Security 
Strategy in January 2022, the world of cyber security has 
continued to evolve. Globally healthcare, government systems 
and critical national infrastructure continue to be a key target, 
with the goal of using ransomware to extort monies from their 
victims. 

5. Following the commencement of the war in Ukraine, there has 
been an increase in nefarious cyber activity in the war zone that 
has spilt over into the rest of the world.  

6. For example, the biggest ever recorded denial of Service attack 
on Google's infrastructure was a co-ordinated attack from 130 
countries, which peaked at 46 million attacks a second1.  

7. In last year alone, the United Kingdom has experienced 63 
critical national infrastructure incidents2.  Closer to home has 
been the recent cyber-attack on Neath Port Talbot College in 
December which has caused significant disruption and is still 
under investigation. 

8. 82% of attacks involve a human interaction, with the remainder 
predominantly through compromised partner organisations. Of 
these attacks, 85% involve users opening infected email 
attachments, clicking on unsolicited internet links and 
compromised accounts through insufficient password strength3. 

9. In order to achieve strong cyber security, the council must 
continue to ensure it promotes a comprehensive risk-based 
approach, which is integrated across personnel, technical 
security, information assurance and physical security.  It must 
strategically encompass Information Security, Assurance, 
Resilience and Governance.  

                                                        
1 ZDNET.com 
2 National Cyber Security Centre 
3 Verison.com 
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10. To mitigate the growing threat to the council, Digital Services has 
developed the Cyber Security Action Plan with the following key 
actions for 2022/23: 

 Introduction of the innovative new Targeted Operating Model 
(TOM) – Aligning digital services activities with the TOM 
structure to provide a clear concise approach to continuous 
improvement.  

 Through new governance arrangements we have established 
teams to assess and mitigate risks - Define mandatory training 
requirements and identify and compile performance measures. 

 Policies / procedures – As part of the action plan, key policies 
and procedures have been identified and are being progressed. 

 Plans / Playbooks - The Cyber Incident Response Plan and 
incident playbooks are under review, and where applicable will 
be updated to align with Council needs, Government & Industry 
best practice and adapt to the changing threat landscape. 

 Infrastructure updates – Migrating to Microsoft Intune as the 
Authority’s Mobile Device Management (MDM) solution, 
implementation of additional anti-ransomware tools, user 
access protection systems and commitment to continuous 
improvement of network security devices. 

 Alignment with wider Government guidance – Monitoring advice 
and guidance from the Welsh and UK Governments, such as 
the ‘10 Steps to Cyber Security’ issued by the National Cyber 
Security Centre.  

 Review and alignment with recommendations from the Audit 
Wales – learning from cyber-attacks report. 

 Roles and responsibilities – the key roles / groups identified in 
2022 to deliver the strategy have now been set up and 
appointed. 
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11. The action plan will be used as a tool to measure continuous 
progress, whilst also allowing us to respond to meet the ever-
changing challenges that we face. 

12. Please refer to Appendix 2 – Cyber Security Action Plan for 
further information on progress across each key area. 

Financial Impacts:  

13. There are no financial impacts associated with this report. 

Integrated Impact Assessment:  

14. There is no requirement to undertake an Integrated Impact 
Assessment. 

Valleys Communities Impacts:  

15. There are no valley communities impacts associated with this 
report.   

Workforce Impacts:  

16. There are no workforce impacts associated with this report.   

Legal Impacts:  

17. There are no legal impacts associated with this report.   

Risk Management Impacts:  

18. There are no risk management impacts associated with this 
report.   

Consultation:  

19. There is no requirement for external consultation on this item. 

 
Recommendation:  
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20. It is recommended that Members continue to support for the 
Neath Port Talbot Council Cyber Security Strategy and action 
plan as set out in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2. 

Appendices:  
 
Appendix 1 - NPT Cyber Security Strategy  
Appendix 2 - NPT Cyber Security Action Plan 
 
List of background papers: None 
 
Officer Contact: 
Chris Owen 
Chief Digital Officer  
Tel: 01639 686217 
c.m.owen@npt.gov.uk  
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1. Introduction 
 

We live in a world characterised by interconnecting data, constantly evolving 
and empowering us to make better informed decisions. Information and data 
are vital to every part of the work of a Local Authority. As we deliver against 
the objectives in our Smart & Connected Digital Strategy, we are transforming 
the way we work and how our residents, business and wider stakeholders 
access information and services.  As a result, we need increasingly robust 
security measures to protect against cyber threats. 
 
Across the world, cyber-attacks are growing more frequent and sophisticated.  
Public sector organisations are not immune to the rise in cyber incidents and 
when they succeed, the damage can be life-altering, with severe personal, 
economic and social consequences. 
 
This Cyber Security Strategy sets out Neath Port Talbot County Borough 
Council’s approach to protecting our information systems, the data held within 
them, and the services they provide from unauthorised access, harm or 
misuse. This ensures the services we provide are secure and our residents, 
businesses and wider stakeholders can safely interact with us. It requires a 
balance of embracing digital opportunities, including making information more 
widely available and accessible, whilst ensuring that the right levels of 
protection are in place.  

 
In order to obtain strong cyber security, the Council must ensure it promotes a 
comprehensive risk-based approach to cyber security, which is integrated 
across personnel, technical security, information assurance and physical 
security which strategically encompasses Information Security, Assurance, 
Resilience and Governance. 
 
This approach is in line with the HMG Cyber Security standard, the Public 
Services Network (PSN) code of connection and National Cyber Security 
Strategy of ‘Defend, Deter, Develop’. 

 
2. Purpose and scope of the strategy 
 

The purpose of this strategy is to give assurance to residents, businesses and 
other stakeholders of the Council’s commitment to delivering robust 
information security measures to protect resident and stakeholder data from 
misuse and cyber threats, and to safeguard their privacy through increasingly 
secure and modern information governance and data sharing arrangements - 
both internally and with partners. The strategy supports delivery of the wider 
Digital Strategy by providing a framework for the Council to securely harness 
the benefits of digital services for the benefit of all stakeholders.  
 

Through delivery of this strategy, we will comply with and embed the 
principles of ‘Cyber Essentials’; a government-backed, industry-supported 
scheme to help organisations protect themselves against common online 
threats. 
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This strategy is intended to cover all partners and customers, the data on the 
systems we are responsible for and the services they help provide. The 
recommendations in this strategy will be embedded in all areas of new and 
emerging technologies which we implement. It will also set out the best 
practices that will be rooted in our business as usual.  
 
The strategy will sit alongside other Council strategies such as the Information 
Governance Strategy and is supported by a suite of operational policies 
(Acceptable usage policy, Information Security Policy, IT Security Policy, 
Removable Media Policy, Mobile Device Policy and Information Security 
Breach Policy) and Incident Response Playbooks (Denial of Service, 
Phishing, Malware etc.) 
 

3. Why is Cyber Security Important 
 

Cyber security is the practice of ensuring the confidentiality, integrity and 
availability (CIA) of information. 
 

 Attacks on Confidentiality – stealing or unauthorised copying of 
personal information. 

 Attacks on Integrity – seeks to corrupt, damage or destroy information 
or systems and the people who rely on them. 

 Attacks on Availability – denial of services, seen in the form of 
ransomware.  
 

 
 

Cyber security refers to the body of technologies, processes, and practices 
designed to protect networks, devices, programs, and data from attack, 
damage, or unauthorised access. Cyber security may also be referred to as 
information technology security.  
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It is important because, in order to effectively deliver services, we all process 
and store large amounts of data on computers and other devices, with a 
significant portion of this data being classified as sensitive information. It will 
also include financial, personal and other types of information, for which 
unauthorised access or exposure could have negative consequences.  
 
We transmit sensitive data across networks and to other devices in the course 
of providing services. Cyber security is the discipline dedicated to protecting 
this information and the systems used to process or store it. It is everyone’s 
responsibility to ensure that we manage our data appropriately.  
 
Cyber security is also crucial in ensuring our services continue to operate. It is 
a core element of building and keeping our stakeholders trust. A cyber-attack 
would potentially have very serious consequences in terms of disruption to 
our services (many of which serve some of our most vulnerable residents), 
the Council’s reputation and impact to our financial position. 

 
4. The challenge we face as a Council 
 

We are using an increasing range of technology, from ‘apps’ and ‘the cloud’, 
to different devices and ‘gadgets’. Much of our business is online - 
corresponding with residents and local businesses, carrying out case work, 
and reviewing reports and papers for Council meetings.  
 
This direction of travel is expected to continue and accelerate; making 
effective cyber security ever more crucial in protecting against new types of 
threats, risks and vulnerabilities. 
 
Threats - A threat if left unchecked, could disrupt the day-to-day operations of 
the Council, and the delivery of local public services. 
 

Types of Threats 
 

Generally, there are two types of threats. Insider Threats or Outsider Threats 
they are explained in detail in the diagram below: 
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Cyber Criminals and Cyber Crime 
 

Cybercriminals are generally working for financial gain. Most commonly, for 
the purposes of fraud: either selling illegally gained information to a third 
party, or using directly for criminal means.  
 
Key tools and methods used by cybercriminals include:  
 

 Malware – malicious software that includes viruses, Trojans, worms or 
any code or content that could have an adverse impact on 
organisations or individuals.  

 Ransomware – a kind of malware that locks victims out of their data or 
systems and only allows access once money is paid.  
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 Phishing – emails purporting to come from a public agency to extract 
sensitive information from members of the public. 

 

We have already developed Cyber Incident Playbooks for each of these 
situations. 
 

Hacktivism 
 

Hacktivists will generally take over public websites or social media accounts 
to raise the profile of a particular cause.  
 
When targeted against local government websites and networks, these 
attacks can cause local reputational damage. If online services are regularly 
disrupted by cyber-attacks this could lead to the erosion of public confidence 
in such services.  
 
Hacktivist groups have successfully used distributed denial of service (DDoS) 
attacks to disrupt the websites of a number of Councils already. (DDoS 
attacks are when a system, service or network is burdened to such an extent 
by an electronic attack that it becomes unavailable).  
 

Insiders 
 

Staff may intentionally or unintentionally release sensitive information or data 
into the public domain. This could be for the purpose of sabotage or in order 
to sell to another party, but more often than not it is due to simple human error 
or a lack of awareness about the particular risks involved.  
 
Malicious insider threats may include privileged administrative groups. 
 

Zero Day Threats 
 

A zero-day exploit is a cyber-attack that occurs on the same day or before a 
weakness has been discovered in software. At that point, it’s exploited before 
a fix becomes available from its creator. It is an attack that exploits a 
previously unknown security vulnerability.  
 
This poses a risk to any computer or system that has not had the relevant 
patch applied or the relevant updates to its antivirus software. 
 

Physical Threats 
 

The increasing reliance on digital services brings with it an increased 
vulnerability in the event of a fire, flood, power failure or other disaster (natural 
or otherwise). 
 

Terrorists 
 

Some terrorist groups demonstrate intent to conduct cyber-attacks, but 
fortunately have limited technical capability. Terrorist groups could obtain 
improved capability in a number of ways, namely through the sharing of 
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expertise in online forums providing a significant opportunity for terrorists to 
escalate their capability. 
 

Espionage 
 

Several of the most sophisticated and hostile foreign intelligence agencies 
target UK government and public sector networks to steal sensitive 
information. This could ultimately disadvantage the UK in diplomatic, trade or 
military negotiations. 
 
 
Vulnerabilities 
 

Vulnerabilities are weaknesses or other conditions in an organisation that a 
threat actor; such as a hacker, nation-state, disgruntled employee, or other 
attacker, can exploit to adversely affect data security.  
 
Cyber vulnerabilities typically include a subset of those weaknesses and focus 
on issues in the IT software, hardware, and systems an organisation uses.  
 

System Maintenance 
 

IT systems should be updated and checked regularly and effectively. It is 
essential that the systems are fully updated and appropriate fixes are applied. 
Poor setup, mismanagement, or other issues in the way an organisation 
installs and maintains its IT hardware and software components is a threat.  

 

Legacy Software 
 

We must ensure that legacy systems have sufficient user and system 
authentication, data authenticity verification, or data integrity checking 
features that prevent uncontrolled access to systems.  
 
Training and Skills 
 

It is crucial that all employees have a fundamental awareness of cyber 
security.  Accountable managers are responsible for ensuring all their 
employees have completed the appropriate training. 
 
 
Assets 
 

We regularly review the value of all assets across the Council in line with 
legislative requirements, to ensure that the appropriate levels of protection are 
placed around those digital and physical assets. Our assets include: 
 

 Data  

 Services  

 Infrastructure  
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Risks 
 

Cyber Risk Management is a fundamental part of the broader risk 
management.  It ensures cyber security challenges are fully identified across 
the Council and appropriate action is carried out to mitigate the risk, but also 
to develop effective recovery and containment procedures in the event of an 
incident. 
 

 

5. Our approach, principles and priorities 
 

To mitigate the multiple threats we face and to safeguard our interests, we 
need a strategic approach that underpins our collective and individual actions 
in the digital domain over the coming years. This will include: 
 

 Fostering a culture of empowerment, accountability and continuous 
improvement. 

 Prioritising information assets and processes, maintaining appropriate 
records and policies and conducting regular reviews including data 
retention policies. 

 Ensuring adequate procedures and plans are in place to recover and 
quickly identify exposure. 

 Embedding a Council wide risk management framework to help build a 
risk aware culture, ensuring staff understand how to identify and 
manage risks. 

 Delivering Information Security Awareness training and principles to 
help mitigate insider threats, understand supply chain risks and ensure 
all staff understand the issues and their responsibilities. 

 
The diagram below shows the continual cycle for protecting the Council and 
its service users from cyber-attacks: 
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Identify 
 

 Identify and catalogue sensitive information and key operational 
services. 

 Understand and manage user access to key operational services. 

 Review through Information and Cyber Security Governance 
Processes. 

 

Protect 
 

 Access to sensitive information and key operational services shall only 
be provided to identified, authenticated and authorised users or 
systems. 

 Systems which handle sensitive information or key operational services 
shall be protected from exploitation of known vulnerabilities. 

 High privileged accounts shall not be vulnerable to common cyber-
attacks. 

 

Detect 
 

 Steps are taken to detect cyber-attacks. 

 Monitor key areas and activities. 
 
Respond 
 

 A rapid response to incidents. 

 A defined, planned and tested response to security incidents that 
impact personal, sensitive or confidential information, leveraging a 
multi-disciplinary response team. 
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Recover 
 

 Identification and testing of contingency mechanisms to ensure critical 
service delivery continues. 

 Restoration of services to normal operation. 

 Lessons learned fed back into the process. 
 

 

6. Implementation Plan 
 

To adapt to the changing landscape and achieve our vision we will align with 
the National Cyber Security Strategy’s approach to defend the Council, 
residents, businesses and wider stakeholders, deterring potential threats and 
developing our capabilities – Defend, Deter and Develop. 
 

Defend 
 

The Council will further develop the means to defend against evolving cyber 
threats, to respond effectively to incidents, and to ensure networks, data and 
systems are protected and resilient. It includes helping our residents, 
businesses and partners in gaining the knowledge and ability to defend 
themselves. 
 
Actions: 

 Maintaining firewalls and scanning services. 

 Continue to develop end-point protection (Anti-Virus, USB Encryption 
and MDM). 

 Carrying out health checks, penetration test and cyber resilience 
exercises to test their systems and processes, e.g. Web Check – a 
website configuration and vulnerability scanning service, developed 
with a number of public sector organisations including Councils. This is 
free to use and available to all public sector organisations. 

 Meeting compliance regimes, Code of Connection (CoCo) which 
require good cyber hygiene, to connect to government private 
networks, e.g. Public Sector Network (PSN). 

 Working with partners across the public sector through participation in 
Cyber Security Information Sharing Partnership (CiSP), Warning, 
Advice and Reporting. 

 

Deter 
 

The Council will be a hard target for all forms of aggression in cyberspace. 
This will involve detecting, understanding, investigating and disrupting hostile 
action against the Council. 
 

Actions: 

 Governance  
o Applying government’s cyber security guidance, e.g. 10 Steps to 

Cyber Security or Cyber Essentials. 
o Review (update where appropriate) policies and procedures. 
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 Technology and information  
o Ongoing review of network security. 
o Users with wide ranging or extensive system privilege shall not 

use their highly privileged accounts for high-risk functions, in 
particular reading email and web browsing. 

 Multi-factor authentication shall be used where technically 
possible, such as where administrative consoles provide 
access to manage cloud based infrastructure, platforms 
or services.  

 Multi - factor authentication shall be used for access to 
enterprise level social media accounts. 

 Passwords for highly privileged system accounts, social 
media accounts and infrastructure components shall be 
changed from default values and shall not be easy to 
guess. Passwords which would on their own grant 
extensive system access, should have high complexity.  

o Malware prevention.  
o Removable media controls.  
o Secure by design configuration. 

 Review and update plans and guidance. 

 Training or educating users to help detect, deter and defend against 
the cyber threats. 

 

 

Develop 
 

The Council will continually develop this innovative cyber security strategy to 
address the risks faced by our residents, businesses and wider stakeholders.  
 
This includes developing a co-ordinated and tailored approach to risks and 
threats that we may encounter and mitigate potential vulnerabilities. 
 
Actions: 

 Develop and maintain risk management framework, internal control 
and governance for the prevention and detection of irregularities and 
fraud. 

 Process, procedures and controls to manage changes in cyber threat 
level and vulnerabilities. 

 Managing vulnerabilities that may allow an attacker to gain access to 
critical systems. 

 Operation of the Council’s penetration testing programme; and Cyber-
incident response. 

 Training for staff and elected members. 

 Develop an incident response and management plan, with clearly 
defined actions, roles and responsibilities. 

 Develop a communication plan in the event of an incident which 
includes notifying (for example) the relevant supervisory body, senior 
accountable individuals, the Departmental press office, the National 
Cyber Security Centre (NCSC), Government Security Group (Cabinet 
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Office), the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) or law 
enforcement as applicable. 

 Develop a network of sharing with other Councils, collaborate and learn 
from each other, harness networks such as, WARP and CiSP. 

 

7. Critical Success Factors 
 

Throughout this period of challenging transformation, the Council has 
committed to delivering robust information security measures to protect 
residents and stakeholder data from misuse and cyber threats, and to 
safeguard their privacy through increasingly secure and modern information 
governance and data sharing arrangements both internally and with partners. 
 
To continue to provide assurance on the effectiveness and robustness of the 
Council’s arrangements for information security, the Council will: 
 

 Develop appropriate cyber security governance processes.  

 Develop a Council wide Cyber Risk Management Framework.  

 Develop policies/procedures to review access on a regular basis.  

 Create a cyber-specific Business Continuity Management Plan and/or 
review our Incident Plan to include emergency planning for cyber-
attack.  

 Develop an incident response and management plan, with clearly 
defined actions, roles and responsibilities. A copy of all incidents shall 
be recorded regardless of the need to report them.  

 Set up a Playbook to have test incidents on a regular basis; to ensure 
reaction to incidents where an incident is triggered.  

 Create standard test plans with security testing as a standard.  

 Reconcile current systems in place and last times these were reviewed 
(build into Enterprise Architecture).  

 Review vendor management – process of assessments of third parties.  

 Explore Active Cyber Defence tools and new technologies to ensure 
we have the best solutions to match to threats.  

 Apply the Government’s cyber security guidance – 10 Steps to Cyber 
Security.  

 Provide relevant cyber security training for staff and elected members.  

 Apply a regular schedule of cyber exercises, within the wider cycle of 
multi-agency incident response and recovery exercises.  

 Comply with the Governments Public Sector Network (PSN) Code of 
Connection and Payment Card Industry (PCI) standards; a minimum 
requirement for all systems used, audit trails, deletion of data etc.  

 Protect enterprise technology by working with specialist partners to 
develop model architecture and review audit logs to reduce chances of 
threats.  

 

 

8. Cyber Security Governance - Roles and 
Responsibilities 
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Effective cyber security governance at the Council is delivered through the 
following roles and functions. 
 

Senior Information Risk Owner (SIRO) 
  
The Council’s nominated Senior Information Risk Owner (SIRO), is the Chief 
Digital Officer. The SIRO is responsible for the governance of cyber security 
and information risk within the Council. This includes ensuring that information 
governance risk is managed in accordance with legal requirements.  
 
However, whilst the SIRO is the nominated officer, responsibility for 
safeguarding information and information systems is shared across the 
organisation with all users having a role to play.  
 
Corporate Director’s Group (CDG)  
CDG will take an overview of the Cyber Security Strategy via regular updates 
from the SIRO, where progress and risks are reported.  
 
Corporate Governance Group 
 
The Corporate Governance Group will have reporting and monitoring 
oversight of Cyber Security threats that have been experienced across the 
Council.  They will also deal with any Cyber Security escalation matters. 
 
Information Security Group (ISG) 
The group is comprised of senior representatives from each service area. The 
group are responsible for overseeing the delivery of the Information, Cyber 
Security and related Strategies and monitoring their effectiveness.  
 
Data Protection Officer (DPO) 
The Council’s Data Protection Office (DPO), is the Head of Legal and 
Democratic Services. The DPO leads on overseeing the Council’s 
implementation of data protection legislation (UK GDPR and the Data 
Protection Act 2018). They take an assurance view that progress is being 
made in adoption and implementation of the Cyber Security Strategy, and 
commission the undertaking of Audits of Information Security as appropriate.  
 
Security and Operations Team  
The Security team will lead on the implementation of the Cyber Security 
Strategy, preparing regular feedback and updates not only on progress 
regarding implementation of the tasks identified but also provide an informed 
view of the threat landscape overall.  
 
Information Governance Team 
The Information Governance team will lead on information security incident 
investigations that are not serious cyber security incidents which are dealt 
with under the cyber incidence response plan and hold the corporate 
information security incident register.  
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The team will be part of all initiatives to provide information security, data 
protection and information management advice and recommendations 
ensuring that potential issues are identified and escalated to the relevant 
area. 
 
Information Asset Owners  
Information Asset Owners are responsible for all processing of personal data 
within their business unit/service area. They are identified by the Information 
Governance team.  
 
All Council staff / users and Elected Members  
It is the responsibility of all staff / users and Elected Members to comply with 
the standards set out in this Cyber Security Strategy and within supporting 
Policies, such as, but not limited to Members ICT Scheme, Information 
Security and Acceptable Usage Policy. 
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Appendix A: Standards 
 

Information Security Management within Neath Port Talbot County Borough 
Council will comply with appropriate standards. These include the 
Governments’ Cyber Essentials certification for Cyber Security, the Public 
Services Network Code of Connection and PCI DSS. 
 
The standard specifies requirements for establishing, implementing, 
operating, monitoring, reviewing, maintaining and improving a documented 
information security management system (ISMS) within the context of the 
Council’s overall business risks. It specifies requirements for the 
implementation of security controls customised to the needs of the Council. 
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Appendix B: NCSC: 10 Steps to Cyber Security 
 

 

Risk Management Regime  
 
Embed an appropriate risk management regime following standards, across 
the organisation. This should be supported by an empowered governance 
structure, which is actively supported by the board and senior managers. 
Clearly communicate your approach to risk management with the 
development of applicable policies and practices. These should aim to ensure 
that all employees, contractors and suppliers are aware of the approach, how 
decisions are made, and any applicable risk boundaries.  
 
Secure configuration  
 
Having an approach to identify baseline technology builds and processes for 
ensuring configuration management can greatly improve the security of 
systems. You should develop a strategy to remove or disable unnecessary 
functionality from systems, and to quickly fix known vulnerabilities, usually via 
patching. Failure to do so is likely to result in increased risk of compromise of 
systems and information.  
 
Network security  
 
The connections from your networks to the Internet, and other partner 
networks, expose your systems and technologies to attack. By creating and 
implementing some simple policies and appropriate architectural and 
technical responses, you can reduce the chances of these attacks succeeding 
(or causing harm to your organisation). Your organisation’s networks almost 
certainly span many sites and the use of mobile or remote working, and cloud 
services, makes defining a fixed network boundary difficult. Rather than 
focusing purely on physical connections, think about where your data is stored 
and processed, and where an attacker would have the opportunity to interfere 
with it.  
 
Managing user privileges 
 
If users are provided with unnecessary system privileges or data access 
rights, then the impact of misuse or compromise of that users account will be 
more severe than it need be. All users should be provided with a reasonable 
(but minimal) level of system privileges and rights needed for their role. The 
granting of highly elevated system privileges should be carefully controlled 
and managed. This principle is sometimes referred to as ‘least privilege’.  
 
User education and awareness  
 
Users have a critical role to play in their organisation’s security and so it’s 
important that security rules and the technology provided enable users to do 
their job as well as help keep the organisation secure. This can be supported 
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by a systematic delivery of awareness programmes and training that deliver 
security expertise as well as helping to establish a security-conscious culture.  
 
Incident management  
 
All organisations will experience security incidents at some point. Investment 
in establishing effective incident management policies and processes will help 
to improve resilience, support business continuity, improve customer and 
stakeholder confidence and potentially reduce any impact. You should identify 
recognised sources (internal or external) of specialist incident management 
expertise.  
 
Malware prevention  
 
Malicious software, or malware is an umbrella term to cover any code or 
content that could have a malicious, undesirable impact on systems. Any 
exchange of information carries with it a degree of risk that malware might be 
exchanged, which could seriously impact your systems and services. The risk 
may be reduced by developing and implementing appropriate anti-malware 
policies as part of an overall ‘defence in depth’ approach.  
 
Monitoring  
 
System monitoring provides a capability that aims to detect actual or 
attempted attacks on systems and business services. Good monitoring is 
essential in order to effectively respond to attacks. In addition, monitoring 
allows you to ensure that systems are being used appropriately in accordance 
with organisational policies. Monitoring is often a key capability needed to 
comply with legal or regulatory requirements.  
 
Removable media controls  
 
Removable media provide a common route for the introduction of malware 
and the accidental or deliberate export of sensitive data. You should be clear 
about the business need to use removable media and apply appropriate 
security controls to its use.  
 
Home and mobile working  
 
Mobile working and remote system access offers great benefits, but exposes 
new risks that need to be managed. You should establish risk based policies 
and procedures that support mobile working or remote access to systems that 
are applicable to users, as well as service providers. Train users on the 
secure use of their mobile devices in the environments they are likely to be 
working in. 
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ID Area Observation Action - quick win Action - longer term % Complete

Expected 

Competion 

Date

AP -  1 Defend / Technology Maintain firewall and scanning services. Maintenance of current infrastructure and services.
Migration to virtual firewall to enhance functionality 

and management.
67% Apr-23

AP -  2 Defend / Technology
Maintenance of end-point protection for devices – Anti 

Virus, USB Encryption and Mobile Device Management.
Maintenance of current endpoint protection. 

Consolodation of endpoint protections as part of 

planned move to enhanced Microsoft licencing
50%

Estimated End 

2023

AP -  3 Defend / Technology
Undertake Cyber Security Health Checks and Penetration 

Testing.

Maintain the programme of quaterly vulnerability scans of 

the server suite and rolling programme of workstation 

scans.

Establish schedule of independent health checks. 33% Sep-23

AP -  4 Defend / Technology
Utilisation of the National Cyber Security Centre tools. 

WebCheck and Mail Check.

Migration to MyNCSC platform and configuration of 

services

Exploitation of enhanced features available within 

MyNCSC
67% Apr-23

AP -  5 Defend / Governance

Meet compliance regimes which require good Cyber 

Hygiene (Public Service Network Code of Connection, 

Cyber Essentials).

Maintain current compliance with Public Service Network 

and Cyber Essentails.

Development work to move to Gov.Pay platform to 

harmonise payment processing on secure 

government platform.	

Extension of current Cyber Essentials into Cyber 

Essentials Plus and Cyber Essentials Governance

33% end of 2023

AP -  6 Defend / Governance

Be an active member of the public sector cyber security 

community. Participation in the Cyber Security 

Information Sharing Partnership (CiSP) and Wales Local 

Authority Warning, Advice and Reporting Point.

Expansion of Welsh WARP membership to include relevant 

internal stakeholders
Active presence in wider cyber community events 67%

Ongoing 

commitment

AP -  7 Deter / Technology

Users with wide ranging or extensive system privilege 

shall not use their highly privileged accounts for high-risk 

functions.

Identification and remediation of less secure 

authentication.

Expansion of seperation of duties - privileged accounts 

used solely for adminstrative functions

Review of standard accounts with enhanced 

privieges.
50% End of 2023

AP -  8 Deter / Technology
Reconcile current systems in place and last times these 

were reviewed.

Identiy high risk systems and undertake a scoping review 

to provide an interim assessment.

Scheduled annual review of existing systems to be 

setup and ongoing identification and creation of new 

guidance.

25% Mar-24

AP -  9 Deter / Technology
Protect enterprise technology by working with specialist 

partners to develop model architecture.

Where necessary engage consultants with specialist 

expertise to advise on specific areas while internal 

capacity is being developed

0% Apr-23

AP -  10 Deter / Technology

Multi-factor authentication shall be used where 

technically possible, such as where administrative 

consoles provide access to manage cloud based 

infrastructure, platforms or services.  

Implemented as a requirement in all new systems
Review of existing systems to identify where MFA is 

not in place but can be in order to address these.
50% Mid 2024

AP -  11 Deter / Governance Embed the Secure by Design principle throughout.

Regular Digital Team 'Stand Ups' raising awareness of 

workstreams and providing a coherent approach to bridge 

until Solutions Board in place.

Full initiation of Solutions Board to ensure all 

development follows the Target Operating Model, 

including Secure by Design and Privacy by Design

50% Apr-23

AP -  12 Deter / Governance Review vendor management to address supply chain risk.
Refine current process of System Assessments and IG 

processes for Third Party management.

Development of NPT Supply Chain Strategy and 

associated policy and process/procedure.
50% Mid 2024

AP -  13 Deter / Governance
Review (update where appropriate) policies and 

procedures. 

Body of work required to review and update (new posts 

filled etc)
Scheduled annual review to be setup 33% Mid 2024

AP -  14 Develop / Technology
Explore Active Cyber Defence tools and new technologies 

to ensure we have the best solutions to match to threats.  

Adopt Protected DNS toolkit and EmailCheck into current 

suite of Active Cyber Defence Tools.

Identify and test further ACDT with a view to 

implementing into the digital estate.
50%

On hold pending 

WG SOC review

AP -  15 Develop / Technology

Apply a regular schedule of cyber exercises, within the 

wider cycle of multi-agency incident response and 

recovery exercises.  

Engage in funded "Excercise in a box" opportunity.
Develop a scheduled programme of internal 

exercises.
33%

Pending WG 

direction

Action Plan - Cyber Security Strategy Update

P
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ID Area Observation Action - quick win Action - longer term % Complete

Expected 

Competion 

Date

Action Plan - Cyber Security Strategy Update

AP -  16 Develop / Governance

Provide relevant cyber security training for staff and 

elected members to help detect, deter and defend 

against the cyber threats.

Report on current statistics of staff e-learning compliance. 

Awareness of Member e-learning to be raised and 

completion reported on. High Risk areas to be identified 

and proactively added to training cycle to address any 

gaps.

Regular reporting process put in place to collect and 

report on training compliance levels.
71% May-23

AP -  17 Develop / Governance

Develop and maintain a risk management framework, 

internal controls and governance mechanisms. Process, 

procedures and controls to manage changes in cyber 

threat level and vulnerabilities.

Formalise current processes which provide security 

governance.

Gap analysis leading to implementation of an 

Information Security Management System.
25% End of 2023

AP -  18 Develop / Governance

Aligned with best practice, develop a minimum 

requirement for all systems used, audit trails, deletion of 

data etc. 

Utilise current critera for System Assessments and IG 

processes to create a baseline set of requirements.

Develop a standalone internal minimum requirements 

standard to form part of suite of standards within the 

Information Security Management System.

50% May-23

AP -  19 Develop / Governance

Develop a communication plan in the event of an 

incident, which includes notifying the senior accountable 

individuals, the communication team, statutory 

notification bodies and relevant external organisation 

and law enforcement as applicable.

Utilise RACI Matrix from Cyber Incident Response Plan to 

inform interim communications plan alongs side exisitng 

reporting mechanisms for statutory bodies.

Expand interim communication plan to include other 

existing communication plans to formalised cyber 

incident communication plan.

67% Oct-23

AP -  20 Develop / Governance
Develop an incident response and management plan, 

with clearly defined actions, roles and responsibilities.

Incident Response Plan is in place. 

Review and update of current incident playbooks. 
Annual Review of Cyber Incident Response Plan. 100% Delivered

AP -  21 Develop - Governance

Create a cyber-specific Business Continuity Management 

Plan and/or review our Incident Plan to include 

emergency planning for cyber-attack.

Inclusion of cyber in current Business Continuity 

Management Plan 

Develop separate Cyber Business Continuity 

Management Plan
50% End of 2023

P
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